THE STEP-BY-STEP EXAMPLE OF BOOKING ON IZMAILOVO HOTEL COMPLEX OFFICIAL WEBSITE

Step №1. Follow the link http://www.izmailovo.ru/eng/

Step №2. Click on the «Booking» tab (highlighted red)
Step №3. Choose hotel (Gamma*** or Delta****) and also dates of the stay. Click on the "Show available rooms". Enter the code -word in the «Rates and special offers» tab. After that there will be special prices for participants of the congress of IAPBT and Evropiano congress
Step №4. Fill in the gaps with Your personal information
Step №5. Choose a payment type (credit card (garantee)). Credit card details only for garantee reservation. Payment upon arrival.

Step №6. Print your voucher. Send a copy of your passport and the reservation number to booking@izmailovo.ru (Reservation department). As a subject of the letter specify «visa support for IAPBT congress and Evropiano congress participants»